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BANACH ALGEBRAS GENERATED BY
ANALYTIC SEMIGROUPS HAVING COMPACTNESS
PROPERTIES ON VERTICAL LINES *

Jose E. Gale

§Oo INTRODUCTION
Let (a Z )Re z>o be an analytic semigroup in a Banach algebra A such that {a Hiy :
Y E

R} is relatively

of a 1 is countable.

com!=,aet in A, Then the

This result was proved in [8], in order to investigate the relationships between the
structure of a locally compact group G and the existence in the group algebra Ll (G)
of analytic semigroups with convenient behavior on vertical lines. The proof given in
[8] was based on the fact that the function y

I-t

a2+iY,

R

--+

A is a vector version of

W.E. Eberlein in 1949, and it

the so-called weakly almost periodic functions defined
used elementary properties of this kind of function.

In this paper we give another proof of the same result, by considering a different
approach. In fact, we are able to obtain a fairly complete description of the Banach
algebras which are generated by semigroups with properties as above. We show that such
an algebra A is semisimple if and only if A.l. = (0), where A..l.

= {b

E A : bA

=

(O)},

and then, that this class of algebras is exactly the dass formed by the commutative
Banach algebras A which are generated by their idempotents and for which the character
space is discrete and countable. Moreover, this in turn is equivalent to the existence of
a one-one, bounded algebra homomorphism 'Ij; : jil({l)
where {l

= {{In} ~=l

--+

A such that 'Ij;(£1({l))-

=

is a sequence of numbers greater than or equal to oneo (Here fil ({l)

is endowed with coordinatewise operationso) So the algebras £1 ({l) are canonical among
this kind of algebraso
The strategy carried out in the proof of the main results of the paper is as follows.
If an analytic semigroup (aZ)Re z>O in a Banach algebra A satisfies [a 1A]-

=

A and

* This research was partially supported by the Spanish DGICYT, Project PS87-0059, and the Caja
de Ahorros de la Inmaculada, Zaragoza, Ayuda CBll/88o
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supyER llal+iyl1

<

oo, then, for each y, we can define, formally, the operator aiy by

aiYax = al+iyx (x E A). We then have supnEN li(aiy)naii = supnEN llaHinyall

<

oo.

It turns out that this definition makes sense, aiy becomes a densely defined and closed
operator on A which satisfies the above boundedness conditions, and so we have indeed
that aiy (y E R) is a regular quasimultiplier, such as were defined by J. Esterle in
[5]. This point of view was already adopted in [7], to get some results about weak
amenability.
However, it is not necessary here to deal explicitly with regular quasimultipliers.
What we really need is the notion of similar Banach algebras ([5, p.116]), by which,
given a Banach algebra A and an analytic semigroup ( az)Re z>O in A as before, we can
associate to A a new Banach algebra A so that ( aiy )yea.is a bounded group of multipliers
of A, i.e. (aiY)yeR ~ Mul(A) and A has the same character space as A. Then we use
basic facts of the theory of topological semigroups, namely the Ellis Theorem ([4]), and
results of Glicksberg and de Leeuw about semigroups of operators ([10], (12]), to obtain
that the closure of (aiY)yeR for the weak operator topology on Mul(A) is a metrizable,
compact group, say G. Most of the remainder of the work consists in a detailed analysis
of the integral

The arguments considered at this point are actually a reorganization of standard ideas,
which can be seen in [14, p.41], or in [1, pp.86, 87] in another setting.
Let us also say that, on the other hand, operators T on a Banach space such that
the weak-operator closure of (Tn)nez is a compact group were studied in [9]. These
operators were called there G-operators. Following this terminology we say that an
analytic semigroup (az)Re z>O in a Banach algebra A is G-analytic if {aHiy : y E R}
is relatively weakly compact in A. If, besides,

SUPRe

z>O llazll

<

oo, then we say that

(az)Re z>O is bounded G-analytic.

The paper is divided in three sections. Section 1 is devoted to an exposition of the
basic facts on similar Banach algebras, topological semigroups, and analytic semigroups,
which we shall need in Sections 2 and 3.
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In Section 2 we prove the most difficult results, which involve Banach algebras
generated by bounded G-analytic semigroups. In Section 3 we use the information
obtained in §2 and the machinery supplied by the theory of similar Banach algebras to
state and prove our main results.
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§1. PRELIMINARIES
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. We denote by £(A) the Banach algebra of
bounded linear products from A into A. An element T E £(A) is said to be a multiplier
if T(ab)

= a(Tb)

for every a, bE A. The set Mul(A) of all multipliers of A is a Banach

subalgebra of £(A) which is commutative if the span of all products in A form a dense
subset of A. The mapping a

H-

Ta, A

->

Mul(A), where Ta(b)

=

b E A), is

ab

continuous. Furthermore, it is an isometry if A has an approximate identity bounded

by one ([5, p.95]).
The

topology in

is the locally convex topology defined

the family of seminorms (Pa)aEA given by Pa(T)

= JJTall

E A, T

E

£(A)). If

A has a bounded approximate identity, then A is dense in Mul(A) with respect to the
SO topology. Moreover, if A has a sequential bounded approximate identity, the closed
unit ball :12 of Mul(A) is complete and metrizable with respect to the SO topology. In

if a E A is such that [aA]- = A, the distance d defined
T E

d(T, S) = !ITa- Sail

induces the SO topology ((5, p.95]) on D.

In this paper we are mainly concerned with the so-called weak operator (WO) topology on

whose definition is as follows. Let A* be the dual Banach space of A.

The WO topology in
where Pa, 10 (T)

is the one defined by the family of seminorms (Pa, 10 )aEA,<pEA*

= j<p(Ta)l (T

E £(A)).

PROPOSITION (Ll), Mul(A) is WO-closed in
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Proof. Let T0 E £(A) and suppose that (Tj)jEJiS a net in Mul(A) such thatlimjEJTj =
T 0 in the WO topology. Take a, b E A a...11d t.p E A*. Then -

the brackets below stand

for duality-

(To( ab ), t.p) = ;~{Tj( ab ), t.p}

= lim(aTj(b), c.p) = lim(Tj(b), t.p ·a)
JEJ

JEJ

= (T0 (b), t.p ·a}= (aTo(b), c.p)
where we have used the canonical definition of t.p · a E A* ([1 ]).

It follows that

To E Mul(A).
The following notion was introduced by J. Esterle in [5], in the setting of the theory
of regular quasimultipliers, in which such a notion plays a central role.

DEFINITION (1.2). Let A and A be two commutative Banach algebras. They are
similar if there exist a commutative Banach algebra D with dense principal ideals, and
two one-one continuous homomorphisms t.p: D

---t

A, 1/J : D

---t

A such that c.p(D), 1/J(D)

are dense ideals of A and A, respectively.
We shall use later the following elementary fact about similar Banach algebras. We
denote by <I? A the character space of A endowed with the Gelfand topology.

PROPOSITION (L3)o Let A, A be two similar Banach algebras. Then <I? A and <I? A
are homeomorphic.

Proof. Let D be as in Definition (1.2). We can suppose that D is an ideal of A
and .A, respectively.

cp(a)

=

t.p

cp,

1-l>

Take t.p E <I? D and u E D such that [uD]-

c.p(au)c.p(u)- 1 (a
(J?D

---t

<I>A

E A). Then

cp is well defined and cp

=

D, and define

E <I> A.. Clearly, the mapping

is a bijection with continuous inverse. Let ('Pj)jEJ be a net in

which converges to 'Po E <I> D· Then
lirr~t.pj(au)
JEJ

for all a E A, and therefore

= c.po(au)

<I>D
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for all a E A. Hence <I? D and

~A

are homeomorphic.

A topological semigroup is a non-empty set on which an associative product and a
(Hausdorff) topology are defined, so that the product is separately continuous.
One of the most impressive results in the theory of topological semigroups is the
Ellis Theorem ([4]) which we state now.

THEOREM (1.4). Let G be a locally compact topological semigroup which has an
identity element and for which each element has an inverse. Then G is a locally compact
group, i.e. the product is jointly continuous and inverse mapping is continuous.
In this paper we are interested in two kinds of topological semigroups.

(i) Semigroups of operators. Let S be a topological semigroup and let X be a
Banach space. A WO-continuous representation of S as a semigroup of operators on

X is a linear mapping s

lims-+r T 8

= T,.

f--7

T8 , S

--+

.C(X) such that Ts+r = T 8 o Tr (s, r E S), and

in the WO-topology on A. Then (Ts)sES is a topological semigroup with

respect to the WO-topology in .C(X). It is said to be weakly almost periodic (WAP) if
it is WO-relatively compact in £(X).
Suppose that Sis WAP and consider the WO closure of Sin .C(X), sayS. Then

S

is a compact topological semigroup in ..C(X). Moreover, if Sis amenable, it gives rise to
a canonical decomposition of X: let Xr = {x EX:

for each U E

S there

exists some

V E S such that VUx = x}, and X 0 = {x EX : 0 is weakly adherent to (Tjx)jES}·
Then X,. and X 0 are dosed subspaces of X and X= Xr EB X 0 •
The reader is referred to [12, pp.SO, 81, 85, 86] for these results. See also [11].
We now apply this to the situation where X

=

A and Sis a semigroup of multipliers

of A. If A is supposed to have a b.a.i., then Mul(A) is commutative and so

S ~ Mul(A)

is amenable. We have the following.

PROPOSITION (1.5). Let S

--+

Mul(A) : s

f--7

Ts be a WO-continuous represent-

ation of S as a WAP semigroup of operators on A. Then A_r and A 0 are closed ideals
of A.
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Proof. Take a E A,.. and x EA. For every T E

S there exists U

E

S such that UTa= a

then UTax =ax since U, T E Mul(A) and so ax EAr· Similarly, take a E Ao and x EA.
There exists a subnet (Tj )jEJ of (Ts)sES such that, for each r.p E A*, (Tja, r.p) -+ 0. Then

(Tjax, r.p) = (Tja, x · r.p)-+ 0 for every r.p E A"; therefore axE A 0 •

(ii) Analytic semzgroups.

Let H be the open right-hand half plane in C.

analytic semigroup (AS) in A is an analytic function z

1--t

An

aZ, H-+ A such that az+w =

az · aw (z, wE H). We identify an AS with its semigroup range, denoted by (az)Re z>O·

Throughout, whenever we consider AS, we shall write a instead of a 1 . It is well known
that [az A]-

=

[aA]- (z E H). We shall consider AS for which supyER llaHiyll < oo.

In this case, if B is the closed subalgebra of A generated

(az )Re z>O then B equals

the closed subalgebra of A polynomially generated by a, say P( a) ([6, p.379]). Also,
B

=

[aB]- ([3, Theorem]). If

tp

E

~B

there is a E R such that r.p(az)

=

eaz

(z E H)

([18, p.78]).
Finally, let us note that we shall use on several occasions the following fact. If

j

+oo log+ llaHiyll

-oo

1

+ Y.2

dy

< oo,

and a is quasinilpotent, then a= 0 ([18, p.82]).
Next, we state the result which connects the study of AS with "good" growth
properties on vertical lines, with the theory of similar Banach algebras. Put A_t_

=

{bE A: be= 0 (c E A)}.

PROPOSITION (1.6). Let A be a commutative Banach algebra such that A_t_ = (0).
Suppose that A has an AS (az)Rez>O such that [aA]- =A and supyER 1Ja1 +iyll < oo.
Then there exists a Banach algebra A such that

(i) A is densely and continuously contained in A, and A, A are similar.

(ii) ( a11n )n;::l is an approximate identity in A, bounded by one.
(iii) The norm limit aiy b = limz-+iy azb exists in A for every y E R and every
bE A.
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(iv) (aiY)yER is a group in Mul(A) such that a 0 =I (identity),

aiya-iy

=I, and

llaiyll = 1 (y E R).
A detailed proof of Proposition (1.6) is in [7] where a more general statement is
given.

§2. ON THE STRUCTURE OF BANACH ALGEBRAS WITH
BOUNDED G-ANALYTIC GENERATORS
In all this section A will denote a Banach algebra generated by an AS ( az)Re z>O
such that
with

llaiYII

SUPRe

z>O llazll

< oo. For such an algebra we have that (aiY)yER

~ Mul(A),

= 1 (y E R) ([18, p.84]).

LEMMA (2.1). Suppose that {ai+iy : y E R} is relatively weakly compact in A. Then
(aiY)yER is a VvA.P group in Mul(A).

Proof. Let ( aiY)yEJ be a net in ( aiY)yER· By hypothesis, there is a subnet ( ai+iy)yEJ'
of

which converges weakly to an element of A, say

(ai+iy)yEJ

and choose x E A such that lib- axil <

€.

a.

Take b E A,

€

> 0,

Then, for every 'PEA*, there exists y E J'

such that

for every u, v 2 y in J'. It follows that the subnet ( aiy b)yEJ' converges weakly to a
certain element Tb of A**, for each bE A. Clearly, Tis a linear operator. Furthermore,
'

ill= sup{I(Tb,t.p}l: llcpll :S 1}
::; limsup{!(aiYb,cp)l:

II'PII::; 1,y E J'} :S llbll

(bE A)
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whence T(b)

= limnT(axn)

in the norm of A** if b

= limnaXn

in the norm of A for

some sequence ( xn)~=l s;;; A. Also,

(T(ax), <p) = limJ' (al+iYx, <p)
yE

=

lim (al+iy, x · r.p)

yEJ'

= (Ta,x·r.p}
= ((Ta)x,r.p)
for all x E A and all

t.p

E .A*; hence T(ax) = (Ta)x =axE .A. So Tb E A for all bE A,

and we have proved that (aiY)yER is WAP.

Note that the above lemma remains true if we replace the condition A= P(a) by
the weaker one A= [aA]-.

LEMMA (2.2). Let A be as above and let G be the WO-closure in Mul(A) of the
group

(aiY)yER·

Then G is a compact, metrizable, abelian group.

Proof. Since we are supposing that .A has a b.a.i. we may apply Proposition (1.5)
to show that A
limyEJ r.p(aiYb)

= A,. Ef1 .A0 .

= 0 for

Take b E A 0 . Then there is a net

(aiY)yEJ

such that

every <p E .A*. So, if r.p E ol>.4,

for some a E R, and ilf'(b)j

=

jei"'Yif'(b)j

-+

0. This means that b is in the radical of

A. Now, because A,. is a closed ideal of .A the projection

110 :

A

-+

Ao is a bounded

algebra homomorphism and so (11 0(az))Re z>O is an AS satisfying the condition (*)
before Proposition (1.6), with 7ro(a) quasinilpotent. Therefore 7ro(a)

= 0 and so a E .A,..
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This implies that for every T E G there is S E G such that STa = a, and so, since

A= P(a), STb = b for every bE A. Thus G is an algebraic group. By Theorem (1.4)
G is in fact a compact group. Furthermore, the SO and WO topologies on .C(A) are
equal on G ([10, p.94}), whence it turns out that G is also metrizable.

For G as in Lemma (2.2), let M(G) be the measure algebra on G. As it is well
known, M(G) = Mul(L1 (G)). The fact that G is compact allows us to consider the
mapping A: M(G)---+ Mul(A) defined by Ap = faTdp(T) (p E M(G)). This mapping
A is in fact a bounded algebra homomorphism, and it was used by F.P. Greenleaf in
order to characterize quotients of measure algebras ([14, p.36]). In the same way, we
shall exploit this kind of idea to describe the structure of A. For this, the idempotents
of A are very important.

Let

G be

the dual group of G, say

G~

{o-n}~ 1 .

For n 2:: 1, define En

fa lTn(T)TdT, where dT denotes the normalized Haar measure on G.

Let E = {n EN: En-:/= 0}.

THEOREM (2.3). The set {En}nEE is an orthogonal set of idempotents in A which
generates A. Furthermore, A is semisimple, q>A

~

{4?n}nEE is discrete (and countable),

and Ena = 4?n(a)En {nEE).

Proof. First of all, observe that, if a E

G,

the continuous mapping h(y) = a(aiY)

(y E R) satisfies h(y + v) = a(ai(y+v)) = a(aiyaiv) = a(aiY)a(aiv) = h(y)h(v) for every
y,v E R, and lh(y)l = 1 (y E R). Therefore there is a E R such that a(aiY) = eiay

(y

E

R).
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Now, En (n 2: 1) is an idempotent, since

L
L[l

EnEn = (
=

(Jn(T)TdT) (

L

(Jn(S)SdS)

TS(Jn(TS)dT]ds =

l [fa

U(Jn(U)dU]ds

=fa EndS= En.
Also, if S E G,

SEn= fa ST(Jn(T)dT =
= o-n(S- 1 )

l

L

U(Jn(US- 1 )dU

UO'n(U)dU = (Jn(S- 1 )En

(n 2: 1).

If cp E A* then the function

is analytic in H, continuous in H-, and null on H-\H. So, by the uniqueness theorem

Suppose that r.p E A* is such that r.p(En)

= 0 (n 2:

1). Then, since Ena

= e-o:nEn,

r.p( Enp( a)) = 0 for every polynomial p. It follows that

L

(Jn(T)r.p(Tp(a))dT = 0

for every n 2: 1, whence r.p(Tp(a))
polynomial p and so r.p

=0.

=

0 (T E G). In particular r.p(p(a))

=

0 for every

It follows that { En};:"'= 1 spans a dense subset of A. As

a result, we obtain that if r.p E <!lA then there is n E E such that r.p(En) =/:- 0 (in fact,
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Conversely, if n is given in E, En cannot be in the radical of A, so there exists
r.p E <P.4 such that r.p(En) = 1.

Using again that Ena = e-anEn we deduce that

r.p(a) = .e-an (so r.p must be unique). Put 'Pn for the unique character on A such that
'Pn(a)

= e-an.

Then <liA

that EnEm = 0 if n

~

f: m

{r.pn}ne&and it is clear that <P.4 is discrete. It is also clear

since EnEm is in the radical of A and it is also idempotent.

Finally, take .r in the radical of A, and let n 2:: 1. Since En a E CE-n and A= P( a)
we have that E ..A

~

CEn and so Enr = J<.(r )En, for some J<.(r) E C. Since Enr is

quasinilpotent, J<.(r) = 0. Now A= span{En}~=l• whence Ar = 0. As (a 1 1n)n~l is an
approximate identity in A we obtain that r = 0.

We finish the section proving that A is similar to a quotient of L 1 (G).

THEOREM (2.4). Iff E L 1 (G), then

L

f(T)TdT E A.

Let
N = {! E L 1 (G):

L

f(T)TdT = 0}.

Then N is a closed ideal of Ll(G), and the mapping

Ll(G)/N

---+

A, is an injective and bounded algebra homomorphism such that

ii!(L 1 (G)/N)- =A. Indeed, L 1 (G)/N and A are similar.

Proof. The mapping

A:

J~

Lf(T)TdT,

L 1 (G)---+ Mul(A)
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is a bounded homomorphism. Now, A(crn)

E A (n;::: 1) and therefore A(p) E A

=En

for every trigonometric polynomial in L 1 (G). So it is apparent that A(L 1 (G)) C A.
Moreover, A(Ll(G))- =A because {En}~=l spans A, and the norm in Mul(A) is the
same as in A.
Consider now the Banach algebra £1 (E)

=D

with coordinatewise product, and the

algebra homomorphisms

cp: {cn}nEE

f-+

L

Cn(O"n

+ N),

D-+ L 1 (G)jN,

L

CnEn,

D

nEE
and
'1/J : ( Cn)nEE

f-+

-+

A.

nEE
These homomorphisms are injective because if 0

LnEE en En

=0

in A and so

Cn

=0

=

'¢((cn)~= 1 )

=

w(cp((cn)~ 1 )) then

( n E E). It is also straightforward that D has

dense principal ideals, that cp, '¢ are continuous (observe that

and that cp(D), '¢(D) are dense in L 1 (G)/N and A, respectively.

Remark Since £ 1 (G)/ N and A have bounded approximate identities, the structures

of their closed ideals are exactly the same ([5, p. 74]).

§3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF BANACH ALGEBRAS WITH
G-ANALYTIC GENERATORS
We say that an AS ( az)Re z>O in a Banach algebra A is cyclic on {Re z
is Yo E R\{0} such that

al+iy

= al+i(y+yo)

norm compact in A, for the mapping y

f-+

(Y E R). In this case,

aHiy,

= 1} if there

{al+iy :

[0, y 0 ] -+ A is continuous.

y E R} is
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THEOREM {3.1). Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. The following properties
are equivalent.

(i) <l> A is discrete and countable, and A is generated by its idempotents.
(ii) There is an AS (az)Re z>O in A such that A= P(a) and {al+iy: y E R} is

(a) cyclic, or
(b) norm compact in A, or

(c) relatively compact in A, or
(d) relatively weakly compact in A.
Proof. (i) =? (ii.a). Put <l>A =

{cpn}~=l

and let En be the idempotent supported by

'Pn (n ;::: 1). Then {En}~=l is an orthogonal set of idempotents. As <l>A is discrete,

every idempotent of A is supported by a finite number of characters and so it is a linear
combination of En's. So {En}~=l generates A. For each n choose an integer An;::: IIEnJJ,
then define
00

az =

L e-(n+>.n)Z En

(Re z > 0).

n=l
Clearly, (az)Re z>O is an AS in A such that

a1+i(y+21r)

= al+iy (y E R). Moreover, if

<pEA* satisfies cp(az) = 0 (z E H), then
00

L

e-(n+>.n)Zcp(En) = 0,

n=l
and therefore cp(En) = 0 (n;::: 1).
(ii.d) =? (i) We can suppose that A is semisimple so that A..L = (0). Let A be the
Banach algebra similar to A, given by Proposition (1.6). By Theorem (2.3), <l>A (and
so <l>A) is discrete and countable. Take idempotents {En} as above and put

Then J is a closed ideal of A, and ( az +J)Re z>O satisfies condition (*) before Proposition
(1.6). Therefore az

+J

=0, a E J. It follows that A= J.
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We find particularly interesting the case where A is semisimple for the following
reasons.

If A is a commutative Banach algebra which contains an AS ( az)Re z>O such that
[aA]- =A and

1

+= log+ llai+iyll
__::::.__'-'---:2:---"-d y <
-=
1 +y

00'

then A satisfies the Wiener tauberian property, i.e. every proper closed ideal of A is
contained in some modular maximal ideal (see [18, p.78]). This property also holds
for Banach algebras which are regular, semisimple, and tauberian (see (15)). So, it
seems natural to ask for relationships between these last conditions, and the above
condition (*), in Banach algebras. By using tensor products, it is quite elementary to
find examples of Banach algebras with ( az)Re z>O satisfying (*) but such that they are
neither regular, nor semisimple. Nevertheless, it was shown in [6] that if A= P(a) with
(az)Re z>O satisfying(*) then A is regular. Such an algebra is also tauberian (the proof
is similar to the end of the proof of Theorem (3.1)).
On the other hand, it is not easy, in general, to determine whether a polynomially
generated Banach algebra is semisimple or not. A. Sinclair proved in [17) that a Banach
algebra generated by a hermitian element with countable spectrum must be semisimple,
and he gave also an example of a non- semisimple Banach algebra generated by a certain
hermitian element (of course, with noncountable spectrum).
Here, thanks to Theorem (2.3), we have the following characterization.

PROPOSITION (3.2). Let (az)Re z>o be an AS in A such that A.
{ ai+iy : y

Aj_

= (0).

=

P(a) and

E R} is relatively weakly compact in A. Then A is semisimple if and only if
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Proof. Assume A.L = (0), and consider the Banach algebra A, similar to A, given by
Proposition (1.6). Then A is semisimple (Theorem (2.3)) and, since A is continuously
contained in A, A is semisimple too. The converse is obvious.

Certainly, there are non-semisimple Banach algebras satisfying the AS hypothesis
of the above proposition. We are going to show an example.
Recall that spectral synthesis holds for a commutative Banach algebra A if each
closed ideal is the intersection of modular maximal ideals. This property is equivalent
to the fact that each quotient Banach algebra of A is semisimple (see [16], [17]). In

[16], H. Mirkil give an example of regular, semisimple, tauberian Banach algebra M
generated by its idempotents and such that <I> M is discrete and countable -

of course,

there are ( az)Re z>O in M satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition (3.2) -

for which

spectral synthesis does not hold. Thus it is clear that some quotient A of M has a:n AS
as in the first part of Proposition (3.2) but it is not semisimple (i.e. A.L ;;f. (0)).
We are now going to see that, for semisimple Banach algebras, the only possible
way to produce an AS compact on {Re z

= 1} is to consider AS

cyclic on {Re z

= 1}.

PROPOSITION (3.3). Let A be a Banach algebra such that A.L = (0) and suppose
that there is an AS (az)Re z>O such that [aA]- = A and {al+iy : y E R} is norm
compact. Then ( az)Re z>O is cyclic on {Re z = 1}.

Proof. Let A be the Banach algebra associated to A as above. Then G = (aiY)yER is a
compact group in Mul(A) for the SO topology. Consider then the mapping p : y
R

-+

f-+

aiy,

G. This mapping pis a continuous, surjective, group homomorphism. Since R is

a-compact and G is compact, pis an open mapping ([13, Theorem 5.29]). Now suppose,
if possible, that p is one-one. In this case p is a homeomorphism and so R is compact,
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which is not possible. So, there exists y0 E R\{0} such that
hence we have that

a 1+iy+iYo

=

aaiyaiYo

=

aaiy

=

a 1+iy

aiYo

is the identity of G;

(y E R), as we wanted to

prove.

The following result is the main result of the paper. Let

{f-tn}~=l

satisfy f-ln ;:::: 1

for all n. Then we denote by R. 1(p,) the Banach algebra of all sequences {cn}~=l such
that
00

with coordinatewise multiplication.

THEOREM (3.4). Let A be a Banach algebra such that A.l = (0). Then the following
properties are equivalent.

(i)

.,P A

is discrete and countable, and A is generated by its idempotents.

(ii) There exists an AS (az)Re z>G in A such that A= P(a) and
(a) {ai+iy : y E R} is norm compact (i.e. cyclic) in A, or
(b) { al+iy : y E R} is relatively compact in A, or

(c) {ai+iy : y E R} is relatively weakly compact in A.
(iii) There is a sequence

{f-tn}~=l

homomorphism 17 : £1 (f.l)

--+

with f-tn ;:::: 1, and a one-one continuous

A with dense image.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it suffices to prove (iii) is equivalent to any of the others. (ii.c)
:::::} (iii). A is similar to .A, where .A is as in Proposition (1.6). Let {En}nEE be the set
of idempotents defined before Theorem (2.3). Then <I> A~ 1>.4 ~ {<f'n}nEE where '-Pn is
the unique character of A such that <pn(En)

=

1 (nEE). Choose for every n E E an

idempotent en in A such that <f'n(en) = 1 and <f'm(en) = 0, if mE E and m =/= n. Then

<f'm(En- en)= 0 (mE E) and so En= en E A (nEE).
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by renumbering if necessary, we are supposing that all En are not zero. Then 'fJ is a
one-one, bounded, algebra homomorphism, and its image is dense in A because of [18,

p.82].
(iii)=?(i)
given by t,O (

Considertheadjointmappingof'1],1]*: r.p

Z.:::~=l Cn8n)

=

Z.:::~=l Cn'P( On), if I::~= I Jcnlfln

r-t

t,O,<!IA

---+ <l>tl(ll) ~

N

< oo. The mapping ry* is

continuous, and it is also injective. For if r.p1, r.pz E <I> A with I::~=l cn['Pl ( Dn)-r.pz( 8n)]

=0

for every (cn)~=l E fl(p,), then taking into account that {r.pl(8n)- r.pz(8n)}~=l is a
bounded sequence, we obtain that 'P1(8n)
that <!lA is countable and, moreover, {r.p}

r.p E

= r.pz(En)

(n ;-:: 1), so

= (ry*)- 1 ({ry*(r.p)})

)01

=

'P2·

It follows

is an open subset for all

<I> A, i.e. <I> A is discrete.

Finally, since 17( Dn) is an idempotent for all n ;-:: 1, we have proved (i).

Note that in the above theorem we have proved the implication (iii) =? (i) without
using the condition A..L = (0).
The presence of property (iii), among the equivalent properties of Theorem (3.4),
shows that the simple manner in which we have constructed, in the proof of Theorem
(3.1), an AS relatively weakly compact on vertical lines is, in an evident sense, canonical.
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